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Chief Howell Delays Retirement To Assist With Transition To New Chief 
To ensure a smooth transition, Howell will continue as Chief up to March 31st 

  
City of Racine – Today, Police Chief Art Howell announced that he has agreed to delay his retirement as a measure to 
ensure that there is a smooth transition to a new Chief in 2021. The Chief has decided to stay in his current position until 
a new Chief is hired or through March 31st, whichever is sooner. 
 
The Racine Police and Fire Commission has hired Baker Tilly as the firm to conduct the search for the new Chief. A 
review of candidates by the firm is expected in January and then candidates can be presented to the Police and Fire 
Commission for review. Chief Howell will continue to serve to make sure that there is not a loss of leadership in the 
department during this time period and to ensure a smooth transition to the next Chief of Police.  
 
“I am certainly looking forward to retirement, but after much discussion with my patient and wonderful wife, as well as 
with City leadership, I think it is best for the community and the Department to make sure that there is a continuity of 
leadership during this time of transition. I want to make sure the community continues to have faith in the leadership at 
RPD, and I want to make sure the next Chief is also set up for success, so I am happy to pitch in for a few more months 
to ensure that smooth transition of leadership,” said Police Chief Howell. 
 
“We are incredibly grateful for Chief Howell’s willingness to continue to serve during this time of transition. The Chief is 
an incredibly dedicated public servant, who cares deeply about our community, and has served our City well. He 
certainly deserves to have a long and wonderful retirement, but having him stay a few additional months is an admirable 
way for us to ensure a smooth transition to the next Chief,” said Mayor Cory Mason. 
 

### 
 
About the City of Racine  
With a population of 78,000, Racine, Wisconsin is the fifth largest municipality in the state of Wisconsin.  It is home to 
manufacturing businesses that enjoy world-wide reputations, SC Johnson, CNH Industrial, Twin Disc, Modine, and In-
Sink-Erator among them.  Racine is also home to diverse cultures, a thriving downtown, and world-class beaches along 
the shores of Lake Michigan.    


